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ABSTRACT: Surface-enhanced Raman scattering (SERS)-
based single-cell analysis is an emerging approach to obtain
molecular level information from molecular dynamics in a
living cell. In this study, endosomal biochemical dynamics was
investigated based on size and surface chemistry-dependent
uptake of gold nanoparticles (AuNPs) on single cells over
time using SERS. MDA-MB-231 breast cancer cells were
exposed to 13 and 50 nm AuNPs and their polyadenine
oligonucleotide-modified forms by controlling the order and
combination of AuNPs. The average spectra obtained from 20
single cells were analyzed to study the nature of the
biochemical species or processes taking place on the AuNP
surfaces. The spectral changes, especially from proteins and
lipids of endosomal vesicles, were observed depending on the size, surface chemistry, and combination as well as the duration of
the AuNP treatment. The results demonstrate that SERS spectra are sensitive to trace biochemical changes not only the size,
surface chemistry, and aggregation status of AuNPs but also the endosomal maturation steps over time, which can be simple and
fast way for understanding the AuNP behavior in single cell and useful for the assisting and controlling of AuNP-based gene or
drug delivery applications.

■ INTRODUCTION

In a cell population, each cell exhibits distinct variations at
biomolecular level.1 In the analysis of a large heterogeneous
population, major characteristics of cells may mask the minor
characteristics of abnormalities.2 To overcome this limitation,
single-cell analysis, where molecular information can be
collected at the individual cell level, has emerged in many
fields such as biomedical research and cancer biology. Several
single-cell analysis approaches such as comet assay,3 DNA
sequencing,4 single-cell PCR,5 flow cytometry,6 and mass
spectrometry7 were developed. Other techniques including
atomic force microscopy8 and fluorescence microscopy9 are
still being evaluated for the goal.
Raman spectroscopy (RS) is a unique vibrational spectro-

scopic technique, which has been investigated for single-cell
analysis since 1990.10 RS can provide molecular level
information about the chemical nature of a cell without any
labeling or staining procedure.11 In the first reports of RS, cell
fixation procedures were performed to monitor the proteins,
lipids, and mitochondria.12 However, it was shown that fixation
might cause spectral changes for molecular characteristics.13

Following the mentioned study, the cell fixation procedure was
no longer used for cellular studies and RS was performed
without any fixation.14,15 However, RS has one main

disadvantage: inherently weak signals.16 To overcome this
problem, a variant of RS, surface-enhanced Raman scattering
(SERS), was developed.17 The first single-cell analysis using
SERS was reported in 1991 by Nabiev et al.,18 and in recent
years, there has been a growing interest in using SERS for
single-cell analysis. Some examples of SERS being performed at
the single-cell level are detection of biomarker molecules,19

glucose,20 investigation of cell response to nanomaterials,21 cell
differentiation, and cell cycle phases.22,23

In this technique, noble metal (gold or silver) nano-
substrates are used to enhance the Raman scattering.24,25 In
order not to disturb the cell integrity for living cell analysis, the
use of nanosubstrates requires special attention during living
cell SERS analysis. Currently, both noncolloidal and colloidal
substrates are being heavily investigated for their suitability in
living cell SERS applications. In the case of noncolloidal
substrate-based approaches, sensitive and reproducible SERS
spectra were obtained from cell membrane, mitochondria, and
inner cell components such as DNA/RNA in the nucleus.26−31

However, the remaining contaminants on the substrate
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surfaces increase the susceptibility to spectrum overlapping
with the other cell components. This can limit the reliability of
the technique.
The use of colloidal-based substrates might provide more

reliable intracellular information. For this, it is important to get
the plasmonic NPs aggregated in intracellular locations for
SERS analysis. NPs are mostly incorporated into living cells
through endocytosis, by simply adding NPs into the serum
media without applying any mechanical force. Other physical
approaches such as electroporation or microinjection are also
used to effectively aggregate nanoparticles. However, these can
easily damage cells.32−34

Because of their nontoxicity, gold nanoparticles (AuNPs) are
known to be a more suitable substrate for living cell SERS
analysis.35 It is now clear that the delivery of AuNPs into cells
through endocytosis changes based on their size, shape, and
surface chemistry.36 Because the cellular uptake and depend-
ently intracellular aggregation affect the plasmonic properties
of NPs, SERS activity dependently changes. It was reported
that an average of 50 nm spherical NPs is more effectively
taken up into the cells.37 Coincidentally, the aggregates formed
by AuNPs with 50 nm average size are also desired for the
improved SERS enhancement.38,39

Endocytosis is an energy-dependent process associated with
various intracellular biochemical processes. Any abnormality,
disease, or any homeostatic process such as nutrient uptake or
apoptosis can affect the dynamic biochemical processes of
endocytosis. A carefulinvestigation can help to understand the
endocytosis of newly emerged targeted agents and to assist and
control the biological responses for specific diseases. Thus,
tracing the biochemical processes of endocytosis with the aid
of AuNPs entrapped in endosomal vesicles can lead to the
discovery of new functional therapeutic approaches in cancer
therapy, especially for metastasis, in a simple and fast way.
Since the amount of uptake and aggregation of AuNPs plays

a pivotal role for the enhancement of SERS scattering in single-
cell analysis, concentration and exposure time of AuNPs are
important factors for spectral outcomes. Kneipp’s group was
the first to report the use of AuNPs in SERS single living
cell analysis.40 In a later study, the same group conducted a
series of experiments to monitor biochemical changes around
AuNPs over time.41 They showed that SERS signals from cells
could be obtained as early as 10−20 min of incubation of
cells with AuNPs. They have also showed that the spectra
changed drastically among different cell lines and over time
with the formation of aggregates. These observations
demonstrate the feasibility and sensitivity of SERS for
intracellular applications. Huefner et al. focused on the
biochemical processes in endosomes during the maturation
from early to late endosomes by simply applying a pulse/
depletion method in another study.42 In their method, two
groups of AuNP-treated cells were used for the evaluation.
Before the SERS measurement, the first group of cells was
incubated with AuNPs for 48 h (pulse), and then for an
additional 24 h in a fresh medium (depletion), whereas the
second group was incubated with AuNPs for 72 h. The spectra
from the former were used to interpret the biochemical
changes in late endosomes, whereas the latter ones were used
for the biochemical changes in early endosomes.
Because the increased uptake and aggregation are desired to

obtain effective SERS signals, gold (Au−magnetite) and silver
nanoparticles (Ag−magnetite) linked with magnetite particles
were used to increase the intracellular uptake and aggregation

with the aid of a magnetite in another study.43 It was
demonstrated that, compared to pure AuNPs and AgNPs, the
uptake of Au−magnetite and Ag−magnetite into the cells
increased by two- to threefolds. However, the spectra obtained
from Au−magnetite and Ag−magnetite behaved differently
from the pure AuNP and AgNPs. This was due to the different
adsorptions of biomolecules on different composite nanostruc-
tures. In another study, Mahajan’s group demonstrated that
even though it was not visible on the cell viability results,
the increased uptake could perturb the intracellular func-
tions.44 As seen, these parameters play an important role in
cellular functions, spectral outcome, and SERS signal quality.
Therefore, the concentration and incubation time of particles
should be carefully considered while evaluating the other
variables such as surface chemistry.
In our previous study, using a reporter-free SERS method-

ology, we evaluated the cytotoxicity of nanomaterials. We have
simply added 50 nm AuNPs as a SERS substrate and then
the nanoparticles such as ZnO, TiO2, NPs, and single-walled
carbon nanotubes into the cell culture medium before the
SERS measurements. Then, the obtained SERS spectra was
used form the cytotoxicity assesment.21 In this current study,
we have used SERS to investigate the biochemical changes
during endocytosis of the AuNPs with different sizes and
surface chemistries over time. The AuNPs with 50 nm
(AuNPs50) and 13 nm (AuNPs13) average particle sizes and
their polyadenine oligonucleotide-modified forms (AuNPs50-
oligo and AuNPs13-oligo, respectively) were used for the
investigation. Basically, AuNPs50 was used as a SERS substrate
and with their potential in drug or gene delivery applications,
the polyadenine oligonucleotide-modified AuNPs were used as
a model to evaluate the surface chemistry-dependent
biochemical changes during endocytosis.45 The endosomal
activity was traced systematically by controlling the order and
combination of AuNPs treatment. The AuNPs were simply
introduced into the medium of MDA-MB-231 breast cancer
cell line and incubated for 4, 8, 12, and 24 h. The localization
and aggregation of the AuNPs inside the cells were monitored
using transmission electron microscopy (TEM). The bio-
chemical processes during endocytosis were analyzed using
SERS at the single-cell level without any labeling or staining
procedure.

■ EXPERIMENTAL SECTION
Synthesis and Modification of AuNPs. Gold(III) chloride

trihydrate (HAuCl4·3H2O) was purchased from Sigma-Aldrich
(USA), and trisodium citrate dihydrate (C6H5Na3O7·2H2O) was
purchased from Merck (Germany). Two different sizes of AuNPs with
an average of 13 nm (AuNPs13) and 50 nm (AuNPs50) were
synthesized using the Turkevich Method.46 For the synthesis of
AuNPs13, 40 mg of gold chloride (HAuCl4·3H2O) and for the
synthesis of AuNPs50, 10 mg of HAuCl4·3H2O was first dissolved in
100 mL of ddH2O. The solutions were heated under stirring until
boiling. Then, for the synthesis of AuNPs13, 10 mL of 38.8 mM
sodium citrate (Na3C6H5O7) solution and, for the synthesis of
AuNPs50, 1 mL of 1% Na3C6H5O7 solution were added to the boiling
solutions very quickly. The solutions were boiled for 15 min and left
at room temperature for cooling.

For the modification of AuNPs, polyadenine oligonucleotides were
purchased from Alpha DNA (Canada). Both of the AuNPs were
modified with oligonucleotides by using the salt aging procedure.47

First, phosphate buffer was prepared using potassium phosphate
monobasic (KH2PO4) (Merck, Germany) and potassium phosphate
dibasic (K2HPO4) (Sigma-Aldrich, USA). Briefly, 100 μL of 0.1 M
phosphate buffer and 100 μL of 0.1% sodium dodecyl sulfate
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(C12H25O4SNa) (Bio Basic Inc., Canada) were added into 1 mL of
AuNPs13 and AuNPs50, respectively. A 20 μL of 100 μM 3′-thiol
modified 20-mer polyadenine ol igonucleotide (3 ′ -SH-
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA) was added into the AuNPs13
suspension, whereas 30 μL of oligonucleotide was added to
AuNPs50 suspension. Both of the suspensions were mixed gently for
30 min at room temperature. After mixing, 100 μL of 2 M sodium
chloride (NaCl) (Sigma-Aldrich, USA) solution was added into
prepared suspensions in three steps. After every step, the suspensions
were sonicated for 20 s and mixed gently for 30 min. After the last
step, the suspensions were incubated overnight, under gently mixing.
To remove excess oligonucleotides, suspensions were centrifuged at
13 000 rpm for 20 min and the pellet was resuspended with ddH2O.
This step was repeated three times.
Characterization of AuNPs. The absorbance of 13 nm AuNPs,

50 nm AuNPs, and AuNPs-oligo was measured using a UV/vis
spectrometer (PerkinElmer, USA). Hydrodynamic sizes were
measured using Zetasizer Nano-ZS (Malvern, UK) at a 173°
scattering angle with a 4 mW He−Ne laser at room temperature.
The prepared samples were placed into polystyrene cuvettes for the
measurements. The refractive index and absorption of the AuNPs
were set as 2.0 and 0.320, respectively. The measurements were
repeated three times.
Cell Culture Experiments. MDA-MB-231 breast cancer cell line

was purchased from American Type Culture Collection (USA).
MDA-MB-231 cells were cultured in high-glucose Dulbecco’s
modified Eagle’s medium (DMEM) (Gibco, USA) containing 10%
fetal bovine serum (FBS) and 1% PS at 37 °C under 5% CO2
humidified atmosphere. Cells were passaged and seeded again every
3−4 days.
For the investigation of protein corona formation and the

interaction of AuNPs in their-mixture of treatments and their
aggregation, the AuNPs were suspended in DMEM containing 10%
FBS and 1% PS based on the treatment concentrations described
below. After the incubation in an incubator at 37 °C with increasing
incubation times (0, 1, 2, and 4 h), the samples were analyzed by
using UV/vis spectroscopy and dynamic light scattering (DLS).
For SERS measurements, MDA-MB-231 cells were seeded in 24-

well plates at the density of 20 000 cells/well and incubated for 24 h
for attachment. After 24 h, cells were treated with 25 nM of AuNPs50
and AuNPs50-oligo as determined in our previous study.21 For mixture
treatments, cells were incubated together with 25 nM AuNPs50 + 10
nM AuNPs13 and 25 nM AuNPs50 + 10 nM AuNPs13-oligo. Schematic
representation of experimental setup is shown in Figure S6.
For investigation of cytotoxicity of NPs, the WST-1 assay was used

(Roche, USA). MDA-MB-231 cells were seeded in 96-well plates at
the density of 5000 cells/well and incubated for 24 h for attachment.
After incubation, cells were treated with AuNPs13, AuNPs13-oligo,
AuNPs50, AuNPs50-oligo, mixture of AuNPs50 and AuNPs13, and
mixture of AuNPs50 and AuNPs13-oligo at concentrations of 2.5, 5, 10,
15, 20, and 25 nM for 24 h. Then, cells were incubated with a fresh
cell culture medium containing 10% WST-1 dye for 1.5 h. Cell

viability was measured by using a microplate reader ELx800
Absorbance Reader (Biotek, USA) at 450 nm.

TEM Imaging. MDA-MB-231 cells were washed with 1×
phosphate-buffered saline (PBS) and collected using a cell scraper.
Gluteraldehyde (2.5%) was used to prefix the collected cells. Then,
the cells were washed with PBS, again. For the post fixation step, 1%
OsO4 solution at 4 °C was used. The OsO4 solution was removed,
and cells were rinsed with buffer. Centrifugation was performed, and
then low melting agarose was poured onto the culture’s pellets. The
samples were cooled, solidified, dehydrated in ethanol, placed in
propylene oxide, and embedded in araldite. Araldite blocks were cut
using the Leica EM UC6 Ultramicrotome, and these sections were
stained with lead citrate and uranyl acetate. Images of the samples
were collected by using a JEOL JEM 1400 Transmission Electron
Microscope at an accelerating voltage of 80 kV.

SERS Measurements. After 4, 8, 12, and 24 h incubation with
the AuNPs, MDA-MB-231 cells were detached from cell culture plate
surface using trypsin−EDTA (Gibco, USA). A droplet of cell
suspension in DMEM was placed on CaF2. To prevent any flow
during the measurements, the cells were left to settle down on the
CaF2 surface for 5−10 min. An area was selected for the SERS
acquisition. First, the system was calibrated by using a specific silicon
which is Raman shift standard. The silicon gives a peak at 520 cm−1.
The spectra from the cell samples were collected using a Renishaw’s
Raman microscopy system with StreamLine. Laser power (150 mW)
and exposure time (2 s) were preferred based on the optimizations
done by Kuku et al.21 A long distance 20× (N.A: 0.4) objective was
used, and raster scans with 2 μm steps were done at 830 nm excitation
wavelength. The step size was calculated using the spot size of laser
beam on the sample surface, which was 2.5 μm according to the
1.22λ/NA formula. The spectra were acquired from 36 to 64 points
per a single cell, and a total of 20 cells were used for analysis per
combination of treatments. The measured spectra were processed
using Wire software.

■ RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Characterization of AuNPs. The absorption and scatter-
ing properties of AuNPs provide information about particle
size and surface chemistry through their unique plasmonic
properties. A schematic representation for the sizes and
modification of the AuNPs is given in Figure S1. The UV/
vis spectra of the AuNPs13, AuNPs13-oligo, AuNPs50, and
AuNPs50-oligo are shown in Figure S2A. In agreement with the
values reported in the literature, maximum wavelengths of the
AuNPs13 and AuNPs50 were measured at 520 nm48 and 532
nm49, respectively. When the AuNPs were modified with
oligonucleotides, maximum wavelength of AuNPs13 shifted
from 520 to 531 nm and the maximum wavelength of AuNPs50
shifted from 532 to 540 nm. The observed band broadening
and a shift about 10 nm in maximum absorption is the result of

Figure 1. UV/vis (A) and DLS (B,C) spectra of colloidal suspension of AuNPs13, AuNPs50, AuNPs13-oligo, AuNPs50 + AuNPs13, and AuNPs50 +
AuNPs13-oligo in the cell culture medium.
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both of the surface modification and aggregation of the NPs in
colloidal suspension.50

Hydrodynamic size distributions of AuNPs13, AuNPs50,
AuNPs13-oligo, and AuNPs50-oligo in their colloidal suspen-
sions were also analyzed by using DLS. As shown in Figure
S2B, when oligonucleotide was form a monolayer on their
surfaces, the hydrodynamic size of AuNPs13 and AuNPs50,
shifts from 13 to 28 nm and from 58 to 90 nm, respectively.
It is well known that when the AuNPs are suspended in the

cell culture medium, serum proteins are nonspecifically
adsorbed on the surface of AuNPs as they are uptaken by
endocytosis. The adsorption of proteins associates with the size
and surface chemistry of the nanoparticles. For the
investigation of protein corona formation, the AuNPs13,
AuNPs13-oligo, AuNPs50, and their mixtures, AuNPs50 +
AuNPs13 and AuNPs50 + AuNPs13-oligo were dispersed in
the cell culture medium. The formation of corona and the
interactions of AuNPs with different sizes and surface
chemistries during the mixture of treatments and their
aggregation were analyzed by monitoring the changes in
time-dependent manner reflected on their absorption spectra
and hydrodynamic sizes (Figure 1). It was found that protein
corona formation caused the formation of large AuNP13
aggregates as soon as AuNPs were added into the cell culture
medium (Figure S3) as observed from a red shift to 555 nm
from 520 nm in the UV/vis spectrum shown in Figure 1A. A
broadening around 527 nm indicated the presence of different
sizes of aggregates in the cell culture medium. The AuNPs13-
oligo showed an absorption spectrum similar to AuNP13 upon
their suspension in the cell culture medium. In the case of
AuNPs50, a red shift in the maximum absorbance was observed
from 532 to 558 nm, also indicating the protein corona
formation and aggregation. For the AuNP mixtures, a shift in
the maximum absorption and broadening in the spectra were
observed, indicating the protein corona formation and a weak
interparticle interaction among the AuNPs in the AuNPs50 +
AuNPs13 and AuNPs50 + AuNPs13-oligo mixtures.
Figure 1B, C shows the DLS spectra of the AuNPs in the cell

culture medium. As it is seen on UV/vis spectra, the large
intraparticle aggregates are formed and the hydrodynamic sizes
of AuNPs13 and AuNP50 increase to 79 and 106 nm,
respectively. When the mixture of AuNPs13 + AuNP50 is
analyzed, a broad size distribution band with a maximum
intensity at 68 nm is observed, which indicates weak
interparticle interactions between AuNPs13 and AuNP50 and
decreases the possibility of the formation of large intraparticle
aggregate formation. The hydrodynamic size distribution in the
case of the AuNP13-oligo and the AuNP50 + AuNP13-oligo is
given on Figure 1C. The oligonucleotide modification
increases the hydrodynamic size of AuNP13 to 122 nm. The
hydrodynamic size distributions of AuNPs in the mixture are
obtained smaller than that of the AuNP50 and AuNPs13-oligo,
which may be because of a similar reason explained for the
AuNPs50 + AuNPs13 mixture above.
Please note that the intracellular uptake of AuNPs is not

only affected from the protein corona formation but also the
size, which influences the wrapping of AuNPs into the cell. For
example, small particles must be clustered to drive enough
force, whereas 50 nm AuNPs induce enough energy for
wrapping.51,52 Thus, 50 nm AuNPs are more effectively
uptaken by the cells.
TEM Image. Since endosomal trafficking is important in the

metastasis of tumor cells and it can be a target for a treatment

strategy, MDA-MB-231 metastatic breast cancer cells are used
as a model cell line in this study.53 Understanding the
localization and aggregation of AuNPs54 inside the cell would
help to elucidate the spectral outcome about biochemical
processes during endocytosis. Figure S4 is the TEM image of a
cell treated with AuNPs50 for 24 h. The figure shows that
AuNP aggregates are present in the endosomal vesicles,
whereas a lesser amount of AuNPs are located in cytoplasm
individually. Figure 2 shows the TEM image of a MDA-MB-

231 cell after incubation with the mixture of AuNPs50-oligo
and AuNPs13 for 24 h. As seen, more than one AuNP
aggregates were formed inside the cell. In Figure 2A, different
aggregate compositions and shapes can be seen in the
endosomal vesicles of a cell. In Figure 2B, the aggregates of
AuNPs50-oligo and the mixture of AuNPs50-oligo and AuNP13
can be seen in a tightly packed rod shape. In Figure 2C, a
larger AuNP13 aggregate with a few AuNPs50-oligo in between
can be seen in a less compact shape.
In Figure 2D, a tightly packed spherical-shaped AuNPs50-

oligo and AuNP13 mixture is seen, suggesting that the AuNP
aggregates are formed with random ratios and compositions in
the endosomes when they are added together. The random
nanoparticle ratios in endolysosomes can be explained with
two scenarios. In the first scenario, as it was observed in UV/
vis and DLS study (Figure 1), the AuNPs in mixtures can
adhere each other through weak interactions when they are
introduced into the cell culture medium increasing the
possibility of uptake together. In the second scenario, the
mature vesicular buds contain AuNPs with different sizes travel
and fuse into large endolysosomes forming random nano-
particle aggregate compositions. It is also possible that both
scenarios take place at the same time.

Time-Dependent SERS Activity on AuNPs. Because of
the induced different molecular dynamics of cells during
AuNPs50, AuNPs50-oligo, mixtures of AuNPs50/AuNPs13, and
AuNPs50/AuNPs13-oligo treatments, significant changes in
intensities of SERS signals were clearly observed over time.

Figure 2. TEM images of (A) AuNP aggregates in a single MDA-MB-
231 cell treated with a mixture of 25 nM of AuNPs50-oligo and 10 nm
of AuNPs13 for 24 h and (B−D) magnifications of AuNP aggregates.
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Please note that AuNPs are known to be nontoxic.35 However,
toxicity of AuNPs can change depending on surface chemistry,
shape, size, and aggregation status55 Therefore, in order to be
sure that the spectral changes were not caused by the
cytotoxicity of AuNPs, the effects of AuNPs13, AuNPs13-
oligo, AuNPs50, AuNPs50-oligo, mixture of AuNPs50 +
AuNPs13, and mixture of AuNPs50 + AuNPs13-oligo on the
cell viability were first investigated. As seen in Figure S5, the
AuNPs were not toxic at concentration in which the SERS
analysis was performed.
After validating the nontoxicity, cells were incubated with

AuNPs and the cellular responses were investigated with SERS.
As it was demonstrated in Figure 2, AuNPs were aggregated in
endosomes. The endocytotic pathway of the AuNPs was
previously explained by Kneipp et al.41 Briefly, AuNPs are
taken up by the early endosomes with the help of cargo
proteins and lipids. Vesicular bud matures and can undergo
fusion with endolysosomes, forming dimers and trimers of the
AuNPs. Meanwhile, proteins and receptors play a major role
during these processes especially cysteine-rich proteins.56 As
the incubation duration increases, particles form larger
aggregates. The changes in biochemical processes in endo-
somal vesicles can be seen on the SERS spectra over
incubation period in Figure 3. The obtained spectral changes
are possibly due to endosome maturation and the aggregation
status of AuNPs.
The spectral changes during AuNPs50 treatment from 4 to

24 h are shown in Figure 3A. The summary of tentative peak
assignments is given in Table S1. As seen, the intensities
corresponding to proteins, amino acids, and nucleic acids
increase starting from 4 to 24 h, whereas the intensity of the
peaks pertaining to lipids decreases. These spectral changes are
observed because of the endosomal dynamic changes due to
the aggregation status of AuNPs50 in the cell over time. For
example, when the intensity of the C−N bond in membrane
phospholipids (717 cm−1) decreased, the peak intensity of
proteins at 884 cm−1 increased over exposure time.
After 8 h, the peaks corresponding to S−S and C−C bonds

of proteins between 500 and 600 cm−1 could be clearly
observed,57 indicating the formation of endolysosomes. After

12 h, peak intensities, which correspond to proteins and
nucleic acids (1200 and 1400 cm−1), started to increase as the
exposure time increases. This can be explained by the
formation of larger aggregates of AuNPs inside endolysosome,
which might cause increased GTPase activity to provide
sufficient energy needed for the regulation of endolysosomal
protein structure.58 After 12 h, the peak at 813 cm−1 that
corresponds to phosphodiester bond disappeared.
Besides these, the amide III bonds in the range of 1200−

1400 cm−1, which give structural information about the
proteins, increased, demonstrating the changes of protein
structures in the endosomes over time. Decreases in the C−C
stretch (1064 cm−1) and CH2 deformation (1445 cm−1),
which are associated with endosomal membrane status of
lipids, are observed. All of these spectral changes indicate that
the interaction of AuNPs50 with endosomal membrane
decreased with the maturation from early endosome to late
endosomes.
In the case of AuNPs50-oligo treatment, intensities which

correspond to nucleic acids and proteins increased; and the
peaks which correspond to lipids also decreased during the
exposure time. The peak at 1228 cm−1, which corresponds to
amide III, sharpened with increased exposure time. In addition,
the peaks between 1200 and 1400 cm−1 increased. Spectral
changes were also observed between 500 and 600 cm−1 which
correspond to the S−S bond.
More specifically, after 4 h, there were significant decreases

at 960 and 1064 cm−1 which correspond to PO4
3− and C−C in

lipids, respectively. In addition, the peak at 1420 cm−1, which is
attributed to nucleic acids, showed up after 8 h. The peak
intensity at 717 cm−1, which corresponds to the C−N bond in
the membrane phospholipids, decreased between 8 and 24 h
treatment. As expected, the spectral changes which correspond
to protein, lipids, and nucleic acids were observed. Generally,
the intensities of protein and nucleic acid peaks increased, and
the lipid peaks decreased as the exposure time increased.
As mentioned before, the nanoparticle uptake and intra-

cellular aggregation status are influenced by the size and
surface chemistry of nanoparticles.37 In this study, we have also
investigated the effects of uptake and intracellular aggregation

Figure 3. Comparison of SERS spectra from MDA-MB231 cells incubated with (A) AuNPs50, (B) AuNPs50-oligo, (C) AuNPs50 and AuNPs13, and
(D) AuNPs50 and AuNPs13-oligo for 4, 8, 12, and 24 h. The average spectra from 20 single cells were used for analysis.
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of different sizes and surface chemistries when they are
exposed together on SERS spectra. We used a mixture of
AuNPs50 and AuNPs13 and AuNPs50 and AuNPs13-oligo for the
investigation.
Time-dependent SERS activity was monitored after 4, 8, 12,

and 24 h treatments with a mixture of AuNPs50 and AuNPs13.
As seen in Figure 3C, after 4 and 8 h treatments, spectral
changes corresponding to the S−S bond (500−600 cm−1) are
observed. These spectral changes can be explained as the
formation of endolysosome in the cells in which cystein-rich
proteins play a role.56 Again, in this case, as the exposure time
increased, protein peaks increased and lipid peaks decreased.
For example, the peak intensity at 646 cm−1 (C−C twisting
mode of tyrosine) increased significantly, whereas the peak
intensities at 717 and 960 cm−1 corresponding to C−N and
PO4

3− in lipids, respectively, disappeared after 24 h.
The mixture of AuNPs50 and AuNPs13-oligo was also used to

investigate the effects of surface chemistry on SERS spectra. As
similar to the other treatments, protein peaks increased and
lipid peaks decreased over 24 h. For example, after 24 h, the
peak corresponding to the C−C twisting mode of tyrosine
(646 cm−1) significantly increased, whereas the peak
corresponding to PO4

3− interactions (800 cm−1) significantly
decreased. Also, 1224, 1247, and 1260 cm−1 peaks
corresponding to amide III bonds increased during 24 h as
well. We can say that SERS analysis is so sensitive to show
surface chemistry-dependent biochemical changes on the
spectral outcome. The spectral changes corresponding to
proteins and lipids were clearly observed during AuNPs50 and
AuNPs13-oligo mixture treatment. Note that we cannot observe
the spectra from the oligonucleotide attached on AuNPs13
(Figure S6). The observed spectral changes were dominated by
the biochemical changes in endosomal vesicles.

Substrate-Dependent SERS Activity on AuNPs. In this
part of the study, the SERS spectra were analyzed at the same
exposure times and compared with each case of AuNP
treatments. The spectral changes of the cells treated for 4, 8,
12, and 24 h are shown in Figure 4. Because the first step of
endocytosis is the membrane wrapping and vesicle forming, we
expected spectral changes corresponding to lipids and proteins,
especially in the first 4 h. In the case of AuNPs50, the SERS
spectra dominated by membrane lipids as observed from the
spectral changes corresponding to CH2 deformation and C−C
bond in lipids (1064 and 1445 cm−1, respectively). However,
after AuNPs50-oligo treatments, the peaks at proteins and
amide III (640, 662, and 755, 1200−1400 cm−1) increased
because proteins play an important role in the formation of
vesicles. In addition, the nucleic acids and proteins peaks (552,
800, 890, and 1172 cm−1) were just observed for AuNPs50-
oligo. Thus, we can conclude that the endosomal vesicles
started to be formed more rapidly during AuNPs50-oligo
treatment compared to AuNPs50 treatment at 4 h. We also see
similar changes under AuNPs50 + AuNPs13-oligo mixture
treatment, whereas it was not observed after AuNPs50 +
AuNPs13 treatment. Thus, it can be said that oligonucleotide
modification on the AuNP surface can accelerate the endocytic
process and cellular uptake by the help of proteins adsorbed on
oligonucleotide-modified AuNPs, which decrease the deceler-
ating effect of thick protein corona adsorbed nonspecifically on
the surface. The interaction of these nanoparticles with the
receptors should have an impact to induce enough energy to
wrap nanoparticles.59−62

Spectral changes, especially corresponding to proteins and
nucleic acids (500−600 cm−1), are observed after 8 h
treatment. This can be explained with the formation of late
endosomes because multivesicular bodies may be formed by

Figure 4. SERS spectra of MDA-MB-231 cells incubated with AuNPs13, AuNPs13-oligo, AuNPs50, AuNPs50-oligo, AuNPs50 + AuNPs13, and
AuNPs50 + AuNPs13-oligo for (A) 4, (B) 8, (C) 12, and (D) 24 h. The average spectra from 20 single cells were used for analysis.
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the endosomes after 8 h. However, the only lipid peak at 1064
cm−1 was observed for AuNPs50 treatment after 8 h. It could be
explained as the localization of aggregation of AuNPs50, as
AuNPs50 still could have remained close to the membrane at 8
h.
It is difficult to correlate the observed spectral changes with

the the molecular basis of transport. However, a peak at 733
cm−1, attributed to phosphatidylserine, was observed with the
AuNPs50 + AuNPs13-oligo mixture treatment could be due to
the endosomal vesicle transport facilitated by adenosine
triphosphate (ATP) enhanced phospharidylserine flipping.
In addition, the increase in the intensity of the protein peak

at 890 cm‑1 after 8 h of AuNPs50-oligo and AuNPs50 +
AuNPs13-oligo mixture treatments as a result of the rapid
endosomal maturation indicates that the oligonucleotide
coating on the surfaces of AuNPs facilitate the cellular uptake.
After 12 h treatment, the number of spectral changes

decreased. The spectral changes corresponding to S−S and C−
C bonds in proteins (555, 589, 640, and 728 cm−1,
respectively) are observed for all AuNP treatments. With the
AuNPs50 treatment, a peak at 1420 cm−1 attributed to −COO−

group of proteins appears as a result of better adsorption of
proteins and peptides onto gold surfaces when pH is in the
range of 6.2−6.9. However, this situation can be observed
during early endosome or before the late endosome.61

Although not yet certain, AuNPs50 could still have remained
at early endosomes or near the cell membrane after 12 h. This
inference can be supported by protein corona formation data
because AuNPs50 had the highest rate of protein corona
formation which leads to the faster decrease rate in the
internalization of AuNPs.50,56

Finally, when cells were treated for 24 h, the number of
spectral changes between AuNP treatments decreased
significantly. This is expected because the uptake of AuNPs
should be almost completed after 24 h. Yet, the spectral
changes between 552 and 725 cm−1, which correspond to
adenine and phosphate groups, could be observed because of
the acidification with V-ATPases as a result of endolyso-
somes formation.62

■ CONCLUSIONS
SERS is a promising technique for single-cell analysis. When
interpreting the SERS spectra, cellular uptake processes of
AuNPs should be carefully considered. Because the uptake of
AuNPs is a dynamic process, their aggregation status
continuously changes until they settle down in the hybrid
structure, endolysosome. During the uptake process, proteins
and cell surface receptors play very important roles. This could
be one of the factors influencing the observed spectral
variation, which can be traced to monitor biomolecular
processes in a single cell. In our study, we demonstrated the
use of SERS as a possible nanosensing tool for biochemical
processes in a single cell based on investigations of the
different sizes, surface chemistries, and incubation times for
AuNPs. The investigations using AuNPs50, AuNPs50-oligo,
mixture of AuNPs50 and AuNPs13, and mixture of AuNPs50 and
AuNPs13-oligo demonstrated the importance of the AuNP size
and surface properties on SERS activity.
The spectral changes were observed with endosomal activity

such as vesicle formation, motion, and endosome−lysosome
fusion. The increase in the peak intensities corresponding to
protein structures and the decrease in the peak intensities of
phospholipid structures could be used for the monitoring of

maturation of endosomes from early endosome to endolyso-
somes.
The time-dependent analysis observed in the SERS spectra

demonstrated that the oligonucleotide surface chemistry
strongly influenced the wrapping of AuNPs and their
aggregation status at the initial incubation times, possibly
through the protein corona status on the AuNPs during the
first 8 h. After 24 h, as AuNPs settled down in the fused
endosome−lysosome hybrid structures, the spectral variation
decreased.
In conclusion, this study shows that the size, surface

chemistry, and aggregation status of the AuNPs play important
roles in deciding their endosomal route and this can be
observed from SERS spectral changes as the endosome evolves.
Because AuNPs are one of the promising materials for drug or
gene delivery application, tracing the endosomal activity during
their uptake may inform us about their performance. In future,
the use of similar approaches with different cell lines would add
invaluable insight into the nature of the endocytosis process
taking place on the AuNP surfaces as they travel into the cells.
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